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Schedule changes
The headline for the last newsletter read “Ra moves to

Taos.” Since that time, many forces conspired to keep his
time living in America short (see box). Ra and his family
will return to Spain at the end of the Spring school. 

Please note that the education schedule has been
changed significantly. We know it is an inconvenience to
many of you who make arrangements for taking time off
work, flights and all the other issues and we apologize
for giving you such short notice. We hope to see many of
you anyway. Please let us know if we can help you with
your class arrangements.

The Channels classes are now being held in
consecutive days, extending the Spring School by two
weekend days. These classes are open to Advanced
trainees. If you've taken the Basic Training, now is the
time to order the Advanced training by correspondence
and be ready for these classes.

The Analyst education has been rescheduled in the
Fall slots. Due to popular demand, the Sex Part I is now
scheduled to follow the Analyst training, followed by the
classes that are restricted to licensed analysts, including
how to give a Rave return reading, and the Relationship
readings classes.
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John Travolta's Rave
reading by Ra continues the
series of readings of the
famous and infamous. John
is a triple split definition
with a manifestor/generator
combo and two projector
aspects.

1 cassette
40 minutes
$15*
* plus shipping & handling
  $3.50 for orders up to $35
  10% for orders from $35–$150
  shipping with US post

new
The Channel classes in April

The professional classes explore specific aspects of the
synthesis in greater detail. To date, the classes that were
offered included The Nine Centers and last year the
Commentaries on the 384 Lines, a major tour around the
wheel, where each gate and its lines were described.
This year, Ra gives classes on the final element, the
Channels. Although students know the names and
keynotes of these channels, how they work as
transforming agents, the “quantum” for the gates, being
more than the sum of their parts, has not yet been
presented. We hope you can join us while Ra takes us on
yet another journey of the magic and accuracy of the
Human Design System.

Hello,

In October of last year after arriving with my family from
Europe, my new son was delivered several months
prematurely.  Gratefully the child is very well but the
financial cost has been enormous.  As a manifestor it is
never an easy task to ask for help.  I am much more
comfortable offering you a service.  I am offering a new
millennium package of 5 Rave Returns from 2000-2004.
This package of readings would ordinarily cost $1,875.
The package is priced at $1,500 for those of you who can
pre-pay.  I would appreciate your help.

Love Yourselves,

Ra

Note from NSSA: These readings will not be administered by New Sun
Services, so that all proceeds go directly to Ra. Your requests will be
forwarded to him and he will then contact you directly.
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upcoming trainings
updated February 9, 1999, subject to change
for most current info check http://www.humandesignsystem.com/Edu5

To register call   505  7582909

date  location  course  teacher  description  price  footnote

March 6–7   San Diego, CA  Basic training  Chetan  mechanics and language  $320  4

April 8–10  Taos, NM  The Creative Channels  Ra  professional, 3 days  $480  2

April 11  Taos, NM  The Manifesting Channels  Ra  professional, 1 day  $175  2

April 12–13  Taos, NM  The Generator Channels  Ra  professional, 2 days  $350  2

April 15–18  Taos, NM  The Projector Channels  Ra  professional, 4 days  $640  2

Sept 24–27  Taos, NM  Analyst training  Zeno  the Reading as a formula  $540  2, 4

Sept 29–30  Taos, NM  Sex, part 1  Ra  genetic strategies for reproduction  $350  2, 4

Oct 2–3  Taos, NM  The Rave Return reading  Ra  Analyst education  $300  3

Oct 4–7  Taos, NM  Relationship Readings  Ra  Analyst education  $600  3
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??!!Ra answers

your questions
Ra answers

your questions
QQAA
Send your questions to New Sun Services, by post, fax, or email (see front page).

Q  Is Human Design a cult?

A  The Human Design System is an educational program. It
is neither cult nor religion. There is no guru or ashram, there
are no tithes or ceremonial practices. The source of Human
Design was mystical but the application is mundane and
professional. To provide the opportunity to clearly see and
understand oneself and the training of those who wish to serve
and educate others.

Q  I'm gay. Is there anything in design that shows this in a
chart? Is it genetic, meaning it can't be changed, or is it
conditioned? 

A  I have dealt with the question of homosexuality many
times and have worked closely with gays in Europe. Since the
Human Design System is a logical system, it would be
premature to make categorical statements without much more
substantial evidence  than I have seen up to now. That said, a

few things are clear. There are two kinds of homosexuals, those
who are predisposed genetically and those who are
conditioned. In both cases however, it is clear that the
nurturing aspects of the first seven years of conditioning can
contribute greatly. 
In my experience, in the most general sense, all individuality is
open to homosexual attraction or behavior, but specifically it
can be seen through the channel 57–10. The 10th gate plays a
major role in determining our behavior in the outside world
and through that behavior how we express love. What is
certain is that homosexual love is not about the sexuality, it is
about love and about finding self love through being loved.
The 57–10 says, we cannot survive without love and as either
heretic or martyr, is ready to find love where it can in order to
survive regardless of the form the sexuality takes.
The second type, the passive partners in gay relationships
invariably have undefined Solar Plexus centers and have
plainly suffered from emotional abuse. What is obvious is that
none of this is specifically about sexual preference. In the gay
community and paralleled in the straight community, the
struggle is with self-hatred.

Accommodations in Taos
Book your accommodations early for the best rates. 
Call Cheryl at 800 2588436, or email delnorte@laplaza.org
The Ramada Inn at 800 6598269 offers corporate rates for HD students.

Discount

1  prerequisite Basic training
2  prerequisite Advanced education
3  for licensed analysts only
4  Audit fee half price
•  No recording permitted.
•  Add 6.3% NM tax to Taos trainings.

5% discount for full payment received three weeks
before course start.

Footnotes


